Visuospatial working memory in very preterm and term born children—Impact of age and performance
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A B S T R A C T

Working memory is crucial for meeting the challenges of daily life and performing academic tasks, such as reading or arithmetic. Very preterm born children are at risk of low working memory capacity. The aim of this study was to examine the visuospatial working memory network of school-aged preterm children and to determine the effect of age and performance on the neural working memory network. Working memory was assessed in 41 very preterm born children and 36 term born controls (aged 7–12 years) using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and neuropsychological assessment. While preterm children and controls showed equal working memory performance, preterm children showed less involvement of the right middle frontal gyrus, but higher fMRI activation in superior frontal regions than controls. The younger and low-performing preterm children presented an atypical working memory network whereas the older high-performing preterm children recruited a working memory network similar to the controls. Results suggest that younger and low-performing preterm children show signs of less neural efficiency in frontal brain areas. With increasing age and performance, compensational mechanisms seem to occur, so that in preterm children, the typical visuospatial working memory network is established by the age of 12 years.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Working memory refers to the ability to encode and actively process task relevant information in mind over a short period of time (Baddeley, 1986; Klingberg, 2006). Working memory is crucial for meeting the challenges of daily life and the performance of academic tasks, such as reading or arithmetic. Hence, working memory capacity is essential for the cognitive development throughout childhood.

In healthy term born children and adolescents, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have detected a fronto-parietal working memory network (Klingberg, 2006; Klingberg et al., 2002; Thomason et al., 2009) involving the superior and middle frontal gyri and sulci, anterior cingulate cortex and large parts of the superior and inferior parietal lobes. The visuospatial working memory network is suggested to vary as a function of
age, sex and working memory performance in childhood (Spencer-Smith et al., 2013).

The investigation of the impact of early brain development on later outcomes is particularly interesting in children who were born very prematurely (<32 gestational weeks) and/or with very low birth weight (<1500 g). Very preterm born children are at risk of reduced working memory capacity in the pre-school period (Woodward et al., 2005) and during school years (Anderson and Doyle, 2003). Even in very preterm born children without major neurological deficits and with normal cognitive abilities, working memory performance has found to be reduced (Vicari et al., 2004).

Very preterm born children demonstrate alterations in structural brain development with prolonged maturation of the frontal lobes, smaller cortical and cerebellar volumes, decreased corpus callosum size, larger lateral ventricles and reduced white matter volume (Nosarti et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2008). Particularly in the frontal regions, the structural maturation of white matter coincides with the formation and improvement of working memory performance (Klingberg, 2006). As structural maturation in fronto-parietal areas is associated with changes in brain activity in the working memory network (Olesen et al., 2003), it is likely that very preterm born children show differences in their working memory network when compared to term born controls.

The visuospatial working memory network has been rarely examined in very preterm born children. To the authors’ knowledge, only Taylor et al. (2011) investigated neural processing during a visuospatial working memory fMRI task in very preterm born children (n = 10, 7–9 years) and term born controls (n = 28, 6–12 years). fMRI task performance did not differ between the groups, but while controls showed typical frontal activations, very preterm born children presented no frontal involvement and lower activation in the right parahippocampal gyrus and the left precuneus. Since the precuneus is linked to the monitoring of cognitive functions, the authors suggested that low precuneus activation was related to a reduction of organizational activity in very preterm born children, resulting in different cognitive strategies applied to solve the visuospatial working memory fMRI task (Taylor et al., 2011).

As the visuospatial working memory network in very preterm born children has not been investigated intensely yet, the developmental trajectories of the neural representation of working memory in these children are not fully known. On the one hand, it is possible that very preterm born children show persistent immature neural networks, resulting in lower working memory performance. On the other hand, potential alterations in structural and functional development might only exist initially (at younger age) and could be compensated through the recruitment of additional brain regions or enhanced neural effort, resulting in increased working memory performance (Jolles et al., 2012). To gain more knowledge on the development of the visuospatial working memory network, it is therefore important to investigate age and performance effects in very preterm and term born children.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the visuospatial working memory network in a relatively large sample of very preterm born and term born children comparable for age, gender and handedness, using an established fMRI task in children, with normative data available in the literature (Klingberg et al., 2002; Olesen et al., 2007; Spencer-Smith et al., 2013). We hypothesized that very preterm born children show alterations in visuospatial working memory activation when compared to term born controls. Specifically, based on the limited literature (Taylor et al., 2011), less involvement of frontal areas was expected in the working memory network of very preterm born children compared to term born controls. To shed light on developmental aspects of the working memory network we aimed to examine associations of brain activity during the fMRI task with age and fMRI task accuracy.

2. Methods

The present study reports on a subset of data from the NEMO (NEuropsychology and MeMoRY) research program, a clinical trial examining cognitive development of very preterm born children and healthy term born controls. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Children’s University Hospital in Bern and the local ethics committee of Bern in Switzerland. All children and caregivers provided informed written consent prior to participation, consistent with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

2.1. Participants

2.1.1. Preterm born children

The medical reports of all very preterm (<32 weeks of gestation) and/or low birth weight (<1500 g) children born in the 1998–2003 cohort at the Children’s University Hospital in Bern, Switzerland, were reviewed for study inclusion criteria. We included native German speakers aged between 7 and 12 years, who had normal or minimally abnormal neonatal ultrasound (no or mild periventricular leukomalacia, grade I and II; no or mild neonatal cerebral lesions, hemorrhage grade I) no chronic illness (e.g. no birth deformities, congenital heart defect, cerebral palsy, epilepsy), no medical problems influencing development (e.g. no history of meningitis, encephalopathy, traumatic brain injury, shaken baby syndrome, tumors, cancer), no reported neurodevelopmental disorders at the time of recruitment (e.g. autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)), and General IQ > 85. Fifty-five very preterm born children completed neuropsychological assessment and a working memory fMRI task. Four children were excluded because of technical problems and seven children were excluded due to low accuracy in the fMRI task (<50% correct responses). Three children were excluded due to AD(H)D (diagnosed during the neuropsychological assessment). A total group of 41 very preterm born children was included in the study (22 girls, 19 boys).

2.1.2. Term born control children

Term born controls (aged 7–12 years) were recruited using announcements on notice boards in the hospital and local schools. Forty-two healthy controls completed the neuropsychological assessment and the fMRI task, however
two children were excluded because of technical problems and four children were excluded due to low accuracy (<50% correct responses) in the fMRI task. Overall, 36 healthy term born controls were included in the study (17 girls, 19 boys). All children (very preterm born children and controls) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. Handedness was determined based on a telephone interview with the parents prior to the assessment. Socioeconomic status (SES) was estimated by the mother’s and father’s highest level of education at the time of the neuropsychological assessment (no high school graduation = 1, high school graduation = 2, college graduation = 3, university degree = 4).

2.2. Study procedure

In a first appointment, very preterm born children and controls visited the Children’s University Hospital of Bern to complete a neuropsychological test battery. On a second appointment, children underwent an fMRI examination at the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology in the University Hospital of Bern, which took approximately 1 h including preparation and instructions preceding the actual examination (mean time between neuropsychological assessment and MRI was 11.5 days, ranging from 1 to 33 days). Children were rewarded with a movie voucher.

2.3. Neuropsychological measures

General IQ was assessed using the short form of the German version of the ‘Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition’ (WISC-IV short form: Crawford et al., 2010). Index scores were calculated from scores on seven subtests of the original WISC-IV. Working memory performance outside the scanner was assessed using a visuospatial shape location task from the Learning and Memory Test (BASIC-MLT; Lepach and Petermann, 2007). Different shapes (circle, triangle, square) were presented to the child on a grid and immediately following presentation the child was asked to place the shapes on the grid in the same locations. The number of shapes presented increased across trials. The variable of interest was the number of correct trials, with high scores reflecting better functioning.

2.4. fMRI task

All children completed a dot location task (Fig. 1) previously used in child and adolescent studies to detect the visuospatial working memory network (Klingberg et al., 2002; Olesen et al., 2007; Spencer-Smith et al., 2013). The fMRI task was presented in a block-design using E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, PST, Pittsburgh) with five baseline blocks and four activation blocks. Each block lasted 33 s. The active condition required the child to view red dots presented sequentially (each dot presented for 1500 ms) in a 4 × 4 grid and remember the location of the dots. After the presentation of red dots, an unfilled red circle appeared for 2500 ms on the grid. The child was asked to decide if the unfilled circle was in the same location as one of the filled dots that appeared before. Response buttons allowed for a “yes” (left hand) or “no” (right hand) answer. The first and second trials presented a series of three red dots and the third and fourth trials presented a series of four red dots. The correct answer was either one, two or three dots before the last presented dot. The blank delay which appeared before the unfilled circle varied in length (first and second trial: 1500 ms, third and forth trial: 2500 ms). In the baseline condition, the child viewed four green dots presented sequentially in the four corners of the grid. Each green dot was presented for 1500 ms. After a 1500 ms delay, a green unfilled circle appeared for 2500 ms and the child was asked to press both response buttons. The inter-stimulus interval lasted for 1500 ms before the next sequence of four filled green dots started. The location of dots and unfilled circles was pseudo randomized, and overall odds were 50:50.

Children were introduced to the scanner surrounding and prepared for the fMRI task. All children demonstrated understanding of the task before commencing the task inside the scanner. Following the MRI scan, children completed a short questionnaire designed to assess their feelings and the difficulty level of tasks during the scan, e.g., “how distressing was the fMRI task for you?” and “how difficult was the fMRI task?”. Responses were provided on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 to 4, with a low score reflecting less distress or difficulty.

2.5. fMRI data acquisition

Data were acquired on a Verio 3 Tesla whole body scanner (Siemens Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 40 mT/m (200 mT/m-s) gradient system and a CP standard head coil (12 channels). The scanner was equipped with the Syngo MR 2002B (VA17) software release. Anatomical imaging was obtained using a T1-weighted, sagittally oriented 3D-MPRAGE sequence (TR 2300 ms, TE 2.98 ms, 40 slices, 0 mm gap, matrix 64, FoV 256) with a 1 mm isovoxel resolution, providing 160 contiguous sagittal slices. Functional images were acquired by using a multi-slice single-shot T2-weighted echo planar imaging sequence, with 40 interleaved axial oblique slices, positioned in-line with the bicommissural axis (TR 3000 ms, no delay, TA 5 min 35 s, TE 30 ms, 3 mm resolution, 108 measurements). The sequences were driven in a 3D PACE mode (Siemens Erlangen) to enable prospective motion correction. The Lumina LP-400 response pads for fMRI (Cedrus) were used to record performance in the fMRI task.

2.6. Data analysis

2.6.1. Statistical analysis of the behavioral data

Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0. Non-parametric statistical test methods were applied because the majority of the variables were not normally distributed within the groups. Two-sided Pearson’s chi-square tests were conducted for categorical variables (sex, handedness) and two-sided Mann–Whitney U-tests were computed for continuous and ordinal variables (age, IQ, SES of mother and father, fMRI task accuracy, visuospatial working memory performance outside the scanner, head
movement in scanner, percent signal change). Correlations were performed using two-sided Spearman correlations.

### 2.6.2. fMRI data analysis

Data were analyzed using SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) running in Matlab 7.1 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The first 12 scans of the functional series (first block of the baseline condition) were deleted to allow for stabilization of longitudinal magnetization. After slice timing, functional images were spatially realigned and unwarped using the individually acquired B0 fieldmap, correcting for both EPI and motion *B0 distortions (Andersson et al., 2001). Children moving more than 1 voxel size (3 mm) in any direction were excluded from further processing. To allow for inter-participant comparison, data were normalized using custom-generated pediatric reference data (TOM toolbox, Wilke et al., 2008). Functional images were smoothed by a 9 mm Full Width at Half Maximum Gaussian kernel. First level analyses were conducted using the General Linear Model contrasting the active and baseline conditions and the resulting contrast images were entered into random-effect second level analyses. To examine whole-brain working memory activation, one-sample t-tests were performed on a voxel-by-voxel basis. FWE correction for multiple comparisons was employed with \( p < .05 \) and an extent threshold of \( k > 20 \) voxels in group analyses. Multiple regression analyses were performed to examine specific effects of age and fMRI task accuracy on brain activity during the fMRI task. A full factorial design was computed to analyze the interaction between performance (high and low) and group (preterm born children and controls). In these analyses, significance was assumed at \( p < .005 \) (cluster-wise) and an extent threshold of \( k > 20 \) voxels without multiple comparison correction. Results were overlaid on a custom-made gray matter template, generated using the TOM toolbox (Wilke et al., 2008).

### 2.6.3. Percent signal change

Percent signal change (PSC) is a measure that quantifies the blood oxygen-level dependent effect, computing the signal change in relation to a whole brain activation of 100. To calculate PSC, regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using the intersection of activation clusters found in term born and very preterm born children. The ROIs were rendered symmetrical by combining left and right ROIs with their respective mirror-images to allow for a direct comparison of hemispheres. The ROIs were: left parietal, right parietal, left superior frontal, right superior frontal, left middle frontal and right middle frontal. PSC was computed using a custom-made script. Based on first level statistics modeling only the active condition, PSC was calculated as PSC = \( \text{beta}_{\text{active task}} \times 100/\text{beta}_{\text{constant term}} \), scaled by the maximum of the contrast vector. To reduce the possibility that any given effects resulted from general activation differences between groups in the regions outside the working memory network (e.g. due to better data quality in one group), we defined the brain outside the defined ROIs as control ROI (whole brain – ROIs).

## 3. Results

The characteristics of the very preterm born and control group are presented in Table 1. Groups were comparable with regard to age, sex and handedness. SES of the mother and father as well as general IQ of the children differed significantly between groups, with parents of the controls holding higher educational degrees than parents of the very preterm born children and controls showing a higher general IQ than very preterm born children.

### 3.1. fMRI task accuracy

Very preterm born children and term born controls did not differ in fMRI task accuracy (Table 1). fMRI task accuracy correlated significantly with age in both groups: the older
the children were, the better they performed the fMRI task \((r(77) = .288, p = .005)\).

The fMRI task was rated as not very difficult to complete (rating of 0 or 1) by 79.2% and as slightly difficult to complete (rating of 2) by 19.5% of all children. One child (1.3%) found the fMRI task difficult to complete (rating of 3). The MRI scan was described as not distressing (rating of 0 or 1) by 71.4% and as slightly distressing by 27.3% of all children. One child (1.3%) found the fMRI task distressing. There was no difference in perceived fMRI task difficulty or distress between very preterm born children and controls.

### 3.2. Movement

The mean largest translational movement along the X, Y, and Z head directions for the controls was 0.61 mm \((SD 0.43)\). The mean largest translational movement of the very preterm born children was 0.99 mm \((SD 0.94)\). Movement parameters did not differ significantly between very preterm born children and controls \((U = 612, z = -1.124, p = .261)\). One participant had to be excluded because of excessive head movement.

### 3.3. Brain activation during fMRI task

Areas activated during the fMRI task in very preterm born children and controls are presented in Fig. 2. The very preterm born children showed activation clusters in bilateral superior parietal regions and bilateral superior frontal gyr (posterior part). The controls showed main activation clusters in bilateral superior and inferior parietal regions, bilateral superior frontal gyr (posterior part) and right middle frontal gyrus. There were no areas with significantly higher activation in the baseline compared to the active condition in very preterm born children and controls.

A two-samples t-test comparing working memory activation of the very preterm born and control groups directly revealed a cluster in the posterior part of the right middle frontal gyrus which showed significantly less activation in the very preterm than in the control group (Fig. 2).

#### 3.3.1. Age-related activation

In the very preterm born group, age was not significantly associated with working memory activation during the fMRI task. In the control group, multiple regression analyses examining the relationship between age and visuospatial working memory activation, showed that age was positively associated with activation mainly in the right parietal lobe \((p < .005, \text{uncorrected}; \text{Fig. 3a})\), indicating that more activation in this region was associated with higher age.

#### 3.3.2. Activation related to fMRI task accuracy

In the very preterm born group, a multiple regression analysis revealed that fMRI task accuracy was positively associated with activation in left and right superior parietal regions (Fig. 3b). In the control group, a multiple regression analysis examining the relationship between fMRI task accuracy and working memory activation, revealed that fMRI task accuracy was positively associated with activation in the left frontal region and right precuneus (Fig. 3b), indicating that more activation in these regions was associated with higher fMRI task accuracy.

To analyze possible interactions between fMRI task performance and working memory activation we computed a factorial design with performance (low vs. high) and group (preterm children and controls) as factors. This analysis did not show any significant interaction. To further analyze the association between fMRI task accuracy and the working memory network, group analyses were conducted separately for low performers \((\text{lower tercile of the group, } n = 13)\) and high performers \((\text{upper tercile, } n = 15)\). In the control and very preterm born group, low performers showed smaller activation clusters than high performers (Fig. 4). Low performers of the very preterm born group showed an activation cluster in the posterior part of the medial frontal gyrus. High performers of the very preterm born group showed similar working memory network characteristics as the total control group. Post hoc analyses revealed that high-performing very preterm born children were significantly older than low-performing very preterm born children \((U = 46.5, z = -2.35, p = .017)\).
3.4. Percent signal change

3.4.1. Tests for normal distribution and equality of variances

Tests of normal distribution and equality of variances were computed for all ROIs in very preterm born children and controls. In very preterm born children, PSC was not normally distributed in all six ROIs. In controls, PSC was normally distributed in all ROIs except the left middle frontal ROI. Variances in PSC differed between very preterm children and controls in left parietal ($F(1, 75) = 4.811$, $p = .031$) and left and right middle frontal regions (left $F(1, 75) = 4.382$, $p = .040$; right $F(1, 75) = 4.887$, $p = .030$) with variances being larger in very preterm born children than in controls. Variances in PSC did not differ between very preterm children and
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**Fig. 2.** Group analyses (activation > baseline) in (a) term born controls and (b) VPT/VLBW (very preterm and/or very low birth weight) children ($p < .05$, FWE corrected). (c) Two samples $t$-test contrasting controls and very preterm born children ($p < .001$). Results are shown in render and slice view (slices with main activation clusters are shown). L = left, R = right. The reverse contrast (VPT/VLBW > controls) did not yield any significant suprathreshold clusters.
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**Fig. 3.** Correlations of age and fMRI task performance with fMRI task activation. fMRI task activation clusters significantly associated with (a) age (positive regression) and (b) fMRI task accuracy (positive regression) in controls and VPT/VLBW (very preterm and/or very low birth weight) children ($p < .005$). Results are shown in render and slice view (slices with main activation clusters are shown). L = left, R = right. WM = working memory.
controls in right parietal and left and right superior frontal regions.

3.4.2. Group differences in percent signal change

Very preterm born children and controls did not differ significantly regarding PSC in the whole brain control ROI ($M_{\text{very preterm born}} = 0.126$, $SD = 0.52$, $M_{\text{controls}} = 0.012$, $SD = 0.25$, $U = 577, z = -1.644, p = .100$). PSC was significantly higher in very preterm born children than in controls in left and right superior frontal regions (left $U = 434, z = -3.099, p = .002$; right $U = 504, z = -2.389, p = .017$; Fig. 5). No significant difference between groups was found in the other ROIs. In very preterm born children, no correlations were found between age, fMRI task accuracy, performance outside the scanner (shape location task) and PSC. In controls, age was significantly correlated with PSC in the left superior frontal ROI ($r(36) = .349, p = .037$). No other correlations were found between age, fMRI task accuracy, performance outside the scanner (shape location task) and PSC in controls.

4. Discussion

The present study examines the visuospatial working memory network in very preterm born and term born children. We hypothesized that very preterm born children show alterations in visuospatial working memory activation when compared to term born controls. We further examined the associations between age, performance and brain activity during the fMRI task. Up to date, no study has investigated the working memory network in the restricted age range of 7–12 year-old very preterm born children. This study aims to contribute to the understanding of how higher order cognitive functions such as visuospatial working memory are represented in the brain of children born very preterm and how age and performance affect the visuospatial working memory network.

We identified the fronto-parietal working memory network in very preterm born children. Despite similar fMRI task performance, the working memory network differed between very preterm children and term born controls in regard to the recruitment of frontal areas. In preterm born children, the low-performing, younger children showed an atypical working memory network, whereas the high-performing, older children showed the typical visuospatial working memory network seen in term born children.

4.1. The visuospatial working memory network in very preterm born children

In preterm born children, core visuospatial working memory areas in bilateral fronto-parietal brain areas were activated which is in agreement with previous studies including healthy children and adults (Klingberg, 2006; Klingberg et al., 2002; Thomason et al., 2009). However, in preterm born children clusters are smaller in the described areas than in controls. One possible explanation for these differences is a high intra-group variance in the very preterm born sample. If the variance in a group is large, few significant clusters may result for the whole group although the mean beta values might be high. We assume that large variance in the very preterm born group led to fewer and less extended clusters on a group level. Further, the working memory network in the very preterm born...
children did not include the anterior cingulate cortex such as suggested in previous studies (Klingberg et al., 2002; Thomason et al., 2009). Besides its crucial role within the visuospatial working memory network, this region has found to be particularly involved in executive control and error monitoring (Carter and van Veen, 2007). Despite similar fMRI task accuracy of very preterm born children and controls, very preterm born children might perform less error monitoring during the task, which could be reflected by less activation in the anterior cingulate cortex (Badgaiyan and Posner, 1998).

According to our knowledge, only one study has investigated the working memory network in ten very preterm born children so far: Taylor et al. (2011) found no frontal involvement in a visuospatial working memory task in very preterm born children aged 7 to 9 years. In line with these findings, our larger very preterm born group of 7–12 year-olds showed significantly less frontal activation than the term born controls (as indicated by the group difference map, Fig. 2c). However, unlike Taylor et al. (2011), we observed some involvement of frontal areas in very preterm born children on a group level. It is possible that these diverging findings reflect the wider age range being examined in the present study or differences in fMRI tasks used to examine the working memory network. For example, Taylor et al. (2011) used an fMRI task with lower working memory demands than the task used in the present study, with decreasing working memory demands usually requesting less frontal involvement.

4.2. Group differences between very preterm born children and controls

The comparison between term born children and very preterm born children showed less activation in the posterior part of the right middle frontal gyrus in very preterm born children (as indicated by the group difference map, Fig. 2). This region has been shown to be involved in the processing and storage of spatial information (Leung et al., 2002) as well as the continuous updating processes needed during a working memory task (Wager and Smith, 2003). It is possible that very preterm born children cannot recruit this area in the same way as term born controls. Given the known neurostructural alterations in very preterm born children (Nosarti et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2008), it is rather surprising, that only small activation differences are found in the direct comparison between very preterm born children and controls.

Although activation in the superior frontal gyrus was found in the working memory network of both, very preterm born and control children, the intensity of activation in this frontal region was higher in very preterm born children (as indicated by a significant PSC difference). The higher intensity of frontal activation in very preterm born children – despite equal task performance – might reflect the use of compensational mechanisms used to solve the working memory task. Another reason for the higher frontal activation intensity of very preterm born children might be the less widespread working memory network, probably requiring more involvement of the superior frontal region in order to perform comparably to their term born peers. In very preterm born children, higher intensity of activation as indicated by PSC was found in almost all ROIs, although significance was only reached in the left and right superior frontal ROIs. The consistently lower intensity of activation in controls might reflect a somewhat more efficient neural processing than seen in very preterm born children, with both groups showing similar working memory performance. Decreased brain activation is thought to reflect better selection and optimization of cognitive resources or enhanced neural efficiency with less neuronal substrate activated to solve the task and hence, better precision of the functional network (Kelly and Garavan, 2005; Schneider et al., 2012). When interpreting our study results, whole brain task activations and PSC in chosen ROIs cannot be compared directly, because they represent different computational approaches.

Despite alterations in the recruitment of brain areas, very preterm born children perform equal to the term born controls in the fMRI task. Thus, the somewhat different recruitment of neural resources does not seem
to be disadvantageous for the performance outcome in very preterm born children. To the contrary, as the children did not have major neonatal complications, IQ within the normal range and moderate to high socioeconomic background, the sample represents a relatively healthy subgroup of preterm children. Hence, in our preterm sample, a compensation of the effects of prematurity can be more easily anticipated than in children with a more detrimental course of development.

4.3. Influence of age and performance on the visuospatial working memory network

A further aim of the study was to investigate the influence of age and fMRI task accuracy on the working memory network in very preterm born and term born children. Consistent with previous studies investigating the visuospatial working memory network, higher age was associated with more activation mainly in the parietal region in term born children (Ciesielski et al., 2006; Crone et al., 2006; Klingberg et al., 2002; Kwon et al., 2002; Olesen et al., 2007; Scherf et al., 2006; Spencer-Smith et al., 2013). This finding suggests that older children rely more heavily on one of the core regions of the visuospatial working memory network, whereas younger children might use different neural mechanisms to solve the fMRI task. In very preterm born children, regression analyses revealed no relation between working memory activation and age. fMRI task accuracy was positively associated with working memory activation in bilateral parietal regions in very preterm born children. This relationship between fMRI task accuracy and working memory activation was also found in typically developing teenagers (Nagel et al., 2005) supporting the notion that higher activation in parietal lobes reflects increased storage capacity of visuospatial information (Edin et al., 2007, 2009; Macoveanu et al., 2006).

Analyzing separately the low and high fMRI task performers in the very preterm born group we found that low performers in the very preterm born group showed only a small frontal activation cluster while high performers showed activations which were similar to the working memory network of the total group of term born controls. However, closer inspection revealed that high performers were older than low performers in the very preterm born group. It is possible that the younger, low-performing very preterm born children cannot engage the same widespread network seen in controls, because they are still in the process of functional organization of working memory, leading to different network characteristics (Olesen et al., 2003). The delayed ongoing maturation of the frontal lobes as a consequence of premature birth could be one reason for alterations in neurofunctional development (Diamond, 2002; Giedd et al., 1999; Nosarti et al., 2008). However, the fact that our sample represents a relatively healthy subgroup of preterm children might contribute to a catch-up of functional development (such as suggested in Luu et al., 2011) rather than presenting persistent functional alterations.

Taken together, our results suggest a shift from an atypical neural organization toward the typical functional working memory network in very preterm born children between the ages of 7 and 12 years. This is in line with behavioral data of executive functions previously published using the same study sample. These data indicate a catch-up rather than an ongoing deficit in three of the core executive functions (shifting, working memory and inhibition) in very preterm born children between the ages of 8 and 12 years (Ritter et al., 2013).

It can therefore be concluded that although the younger and lower performing very preterm born children show signs of less neural efficiency, this pattern does not seem to be persistent. To the contrary, with increasing age and performance, compensational mechanisms seem to occur, so that the typical organization of visuospatial working memory is reached by the age of 12 years in very preterm born children.

4.4. Limitations

The choice of an fMRI control task (baseline condition), has important effects on the results and their interpretation. The aim of a baseline condition is to subtract functional activity common to both task conditions, in order to obtain only activity related to the condition of interest. Differences in group performance in the baseline condition can erroneously result in the assumption of group differences in the experimental conditions (‘Task B’ problem, see Church et al., 2010). Although accuracy rates and working memory activation in our study did not differ between groups in the baseline condition, there is still a certain probability that the baseline condition does not control for all factors of interest. Further, it has been shown that in resting-state fMRI, preterm born infants display greater variability in fMRI signal than their term born peers (Smyser et al., 2010). Consequently we cannot rule out the possibility that variance in the fMRI signal during the baseline task is higher in our very preterm group than in the control group. The inclusion of a low-level baseline task, in which participants are scanned during rest or a simple fixation task would be helpful in future studies to control for this confounding factor.

Where family wise error correction was not possible due to small group size, significance was assumed at a conservative threshold of p < .005. Still, particularly when dealing with brain data (over a million voxels per brain), a correction for multiple comparisons is inevitable. Future studies therefore require larger sample sizes to provide adequate power allowing for the correction for multiple comparisons. Another promising method to analyze brain data is permutation-based testing, which would be particularly interesting when non-normally distributed data are given (Nichols and Holmes, 2002).

As mentioned earlier, we included a relatively healthy preterm sample from moderate to high socioeconomic background. The compensation of possible functional deficits can therefore not be generalized to the total of very preterm born children with more severe neonatal complications, who have been shown to have more serious consequences on neural structural and functional outcome (Luu et al., 2011; Nosarti et al., 2008).
4.5. Conclusion

The present study identified the visuospatial working memory network in very preterm born children as a fronto-parietal network with bilateral superior parietal and superior frontal core regions. While very preterm born children and term born controls showed equal working memory performance, group activation maps presented less involvement of the right middle frontal gyrus but higher fMRI activation in frontal regions (as indicated by PSC) in very preterm born children. In detail, our data show that in the preterm group, younger and low-performing preterm children presented an atypical working memory network whereas the older high-performers recruited a working memory network similar to the controls. These findings suggest that younger low-performing very preterm children demonstrate signs of less neural efficiency in frontal brain areas during a visuospatial working memory task. However, with increasing age and performance, compensational mechanisms seem to occur, so that in preterm born children, the typical visuospatial working memory network is established by the age of 12 years.
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